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Differentially Authorized Deduplication System
Based on Blockchain
Abstract: In architecture of cloud storage, the deduplication technology encrypted with the
convergent key is one of the important data compression technologies, which effectively im⁃
proves the utilization of space and bandwidth. To further refine the usage scenarios for vari⁃
ous user permissions and enhance user’s data security, we propose a blockchain-based dif⁃
ferential authorized deduplication system. The proposed system optimizes the traditional
Proof of Vote (PoV) consensus algorithm and simplifies the existing differential authoriza⁃
tion process to realize credible management and dynamic update of authority. Based on the
decentralized property of blockchain, we overcome the centralized single point fault prob⁃
lem of traditional differentially authorized deduplication system. Besides, the operations of
legitimate users are recorded in blocks to ensure the traceability of behaviors.
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1 Introduction

I

n recent years, with the development of cloud storage
technology, user data are uploaded to the cloud server
and many copies of the data are repeatedly stored by dif⁃
ferent users, resulting in the waste of storage space. This
makes the deduplication an urgent problem to be solved [1].
However, if the file data is directly stored in the cloud stor⁃
age server, it faces a series of risks such as data theft. There⁃
fore, we consider storing the ciphertext of the data in the cloud
storage server.
In traditional encryption and decryption algorithms, the
keys are generated independently by users leading to various
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ciphertexts of the same data, which makes the deletion of du⁃
plicate data difficult. If the cloud storage server generates the
key and encrypts the data uniformly, the security of user data
cannot be guaranteed once the cloud storage server is mali⁃
ciously attacked and becomes untrustworthy.
In order to achieve deduplication under the premise of data
security, a deduplication system based on convergent keys has
been proposed in Ref. [2]. The encryption key H(F) is ob⁃
tained by hashing the data, and used to encrypt the user data.
The convergent encryption makes the consistent ciphertext of
the same file or data block, and the cloud storage server or ex⁃
ternal attackers cannot see the original data. It not only guar⁃
antees the confidentiality of the data, but also facilitates the
cloud storage server to perform data deduplication by using
the original data to generate a convergence key.
Because the encryption method of the convergent key is vul⁃
nerable to offline brute force cracking, semantic security can⁃
not be guaranteed[3, 4]. In recent years, researchers in dedupli⁃
cation for convergent encryption have proposed a series of im⁃
provements. BELLARE et al. [5] proposed an information lock
encryption scheme, which optimized key calculations and en⁃
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cryption methods. PUZIO et al. [6] designed the first repetition
based on double-layer encryption in the deduplication
scheme. The inner layer uses the convergent encryption
schemes mentioned above, and the outer layer is outsourced to
a trusted third party. In addition, BELLARE et al. [7] also de⁃
scribed the DupLESS scheme, which adds an additional key
to the convergent key generation process to invalidate the dic⁃
tionary attack. LI et al. [8] proposed to use a deterministic se⁃
cret sharing scheme instead of convergent encryption.
The above schemes are designed to alleviate the data securi⁃
ty problem, but they do not fully consider how to build a credi⁃
ble authority when there are authority differences between us⁃
ers. Since the blockchain has the advantages of convenient
generation and non-tampering, we consider introducing the
blockchain technology to solve this problem.
NAKAMOTO Satoshi published the first paper on block⁃
chain in 2008[9]. Although its main introduction focuses on
Bitcoin, a digital currency payment system, blockchain has
also caused extensive research in academia as its carrier. It
allows any party that has reached an agreement to directly
generate transactions without the participation of third-party
intermediaries[10]. The blockchain encapsulates the history of
consensus transactions in the block, as well as the identities
of participants and timestamps. Each block uses the Hash al⁃
gorithm to generate an important identification header for se⁃
quential connection, forming a chained data structure, which
can be used as a distributed transaction and log record of the
entire system[11].
Blockchain has the characteristics of decentralization, nontampering, and traceability. Decentralization avoids the dam⁃
age to the system caused by the evil master node in the tradi⁃
tional storage model; non-tampering ensures that if the attack⁃
er wants to tamper with a certain data in a block, he needs to
recalculate the block and all the subsequent blocks; traceabili⁃
ty guarantees that each user’s operation can be located and
tracked, which virtually increases its destruction cost.
The structure of the blockchain can be roughly divided into
6 levels, namely the data layer, network layer, consensus lay⁃
er, incentive layer, contract layer and application layer. The
data layer is at the bottom, which is mainly used to implement
functions of data storage and transaction recording. The net⁃
work layer is used to realize the functions of data transmission
and verification. The consensus layer is the core part of the
blockchain. It encapsulates various consensus algorithms. It is
mainly used to achieve the consistency of block generation
and transaction data. The incentive layer is mainly responsi⁃
ble for introducing incentive mechanisms, such as token distri⁃
bution to miners who generate new blocks to encourage min⁃
ing. The contract layer mainly includes various scripts written
to enable the blockchain to obtain programmable application
attributes. The application layer is the display of the block⁃
chain in specific application scenarios, with many different
manifestations. In this paper, we mainly use the first three lay⁃
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ers of the blockchain. More specifically, the components of the
consensus layer are utilized and improved.
According to different application scenarios, blockchains
can be divided into the public blockchain, private blockchain
and consortium blockchain. The public blockchain is com⁃
pletely open. Any user in the entire network is allowed to free⁃
ly join or exit the blockchain system and everyone has equal
rights. In the private blockchain, an organization has complete
ownership of data on distributed nodes. The consortium block⁃
chain is somewhere between the public and private block⁃
chains, where several groups participate in the management of
each node to grant different identities to jointly maintain the
blockchain system.
We propose a differential authorization deduplication sys⁃
tem based on blockchain, which alleviates the problems of sin⁃
gle point of failure and inflexible permission changes. The us⁃
er’s public key and the permissions signed by the private key
are written into the blockchain. It ensures the security of user
permissions through the immutable modification of the block⁃
chain and maintain each user’s permission table. When the
permission is changed, the blockchain directly generates a
new block to cover the original permission, which is conve⁃
nient for the dynamic modification of the permission. On the
other hand, the blockchain can record each user’s operation
on the permission to ensure its traceability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the traditional differential authorization dedupli⁃
cation system and its problems. We also introduce the messag⁃
ing process of the PoV algorithm. Then our differential authori⁃
zation deduplication system based on blockchain is proposed
in Section 3, followed by the performance analysis in Section
4 and experimental simulations in Section 5. Finally, conclu⁃
sion and future works are drawn in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Traditional Structure
In this section, we introduce the traditional differential au⁃
thorization deduplication system, including the main process
of file upload and download, as well as its problems.
Let us consider a practical application scenario. In a compa⁃
ny, subordinate relationships exist in different users leading to
various permissions. For this reason, we have higher require⁃
ments for deduplication. Differential authorization deduplica⁃
tion should be implemented. Users with higher authority can
upload and download data, while users with lower authority
cannot download and access the data of high-level users.
The traditional differential authorization system [12] mainly
provides different permission sets for different users. It intro⁃
duces a private cloud server to maintain the permission table,
and adopts the hybrid cloud architecture to realize the dedu⁃
plication of differential authorization.
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The system is mainly composed of three parts: the public
storage cloud server provider (S-CSP) responsible for storing
encrypted user data, the private cloud server responsible for
maintaining the user permission table, and the user who uploads and downloads files.
The specific workflow is as follows:
1) System Initialization Stage
Define the tag of file F as ∅ F = TagGen (F ), and a label
corresponds to a unique file data. Each permission p of the
system has a corresponding permission key k p. Define the to⁃
ken of file F as ∅' F = TagGen (F, k p ), that is, only users with
permission p can access file F.
Assuming that the permission set owned by user U is P U, its
corresponding permission key {K P }, P i ∈ P U will be sent to the
i

private cloud server acting as a permission check server. The
private cloud server maintains a table to store each user’s
public key pk U and its corresponding permissions.
2) File Upload
The file upload process is shown in Fig. 1.
Suppose that the file owner U wants to upload a file F for
access by users with permission {P j}, P j ∈ P F. First, the user
needs to use his private key sk U to verify his identity with the
private cloud server. If the verification is passed, the user
needs to send the tag ∅ F = TagGen (F ) of the file F to it. The
private cloud server will return all initial file tokens { ∅' F,p =
TagGen (F,k p ) } , p ∈ P U that match the user’s permissions,
then the user will send these tokens to the S-CSP.
If duplicate files are found in S-CSP during upload, S-CSP
first runs the Proof of Ownership (PoW) algorithm[8] to verify
the user’s ownership of the file. If it passes, it will return a
file pointer to the user. A signature δ and a time stamp are ap⁃
pended to the token { ∅' F,p} and returned to the user. The user
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sends the token and the permission set {P j} of the file F to the
private cloud server for verification. After the verification is
passed, the private cloud server will calculate all the file to⁃
kens { ∅' F,p = TagGen (F, k p ) } , p ∈ P F - P U and return to SCSP. The permissions of file F at this time are the union of the
per-missions of P F and other owners of the file.
If S-CSP does not find duplicate files when uploading, a sig⁃
nature δ and a time stamp are appended to the token { ∅' F,p}
and returned to the user. The user sends the token to the pri⁃
vate cloud server for verification. After passing the identity
verification, the private cloud server will calculate all the file
tags { ∅' F, p} within the P F authority and return to the S-CSP,
then the user can upload the data encrypted by the convergent
key to the S-CSP.
3) File Download
The user sends a file download request to the S-CSP, and
the S-CSP will verify the user’s permissions. If it cannot
download, S-CSP will return the down-load failure. If it can
download, S-CSP will return the encrypted data. The user uses
the locally saved convergent key to decrypt the file and get the
original data.
However, the data deduplication solution has some prob⁃
lems:
The first is the security assurance issue of the private cloud
server. If the private cloud server is attacked and the user and
corresponding permissions are tampered with, the system will
not operate normally.
The second is the dynamic change of permissions. Once a
file is uploaded, its permission is difficult to modify flexibly.
When the user and file permissions change, for example, a us⁃
er no longer has file permissions, the system cannot modify
permissions in time.
2.2 Blockchain Consensus Algorithm
The design and implementation of blockchain involves
many algorithms, the core of which is its consensus algorithm.
For example, the consensus algorithm used by Bitcoin is the
Proof of Work (PoW) [13]. The main idea of the PoW algorithm
is that each independent node in the network conducts com⁃
petitive mining to solve mathematical calculation problems,
thereby obtaining the following accounting rights and generat⁃
ing new blocks. However, with the continuous mining of bit⁃
coins, the mathematical puzzles that need to be solved to gen⁃
erate new bitcoins have become more and more complicated,
which has caused a huge waste of computing resources and
lower efficiency[14]. In addition, the important blockchain con⁃
sensus algorithms include the Proof of Stake (PoS) [15, 16], Dele⁃
gated Proof of Stake (DPoS)[17, 18], etc.
At present, there are many studies on the consensus algo⁃
rithm of the blockchain. In this system, we use the blockchain
based on the Proof of Vote (PoV) consensus[19] to construct the
blockchain in the system. The PoV consensus can well ease
double-spending attacks, selfish mining, witch attacks and
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other attack methods. It also can well guarantee the security of
user permissions. There are four types of nodes in this system,
including commissioners responsible for voting, butlers re⁃
sponsible for accounting and production blocks, butler candi⁃
dates, and ordinary user nodes that can apply to become but⁃
ler candidates. This system allows concurrent roles to a cer⁃
tain extent, as shown in Fig. 2.
The consensus process of block generation is carried out
jointly by a butler and all committee members. The butler is
called duty butler, and the duty butler is determined by the
butler number selected by the committee members. Assuming
there are n commissioners, namely C 1, C 2,..., C n; and m but⁃
lers, namely B 1, B 2,..., B m，the consensus process of the block
is shown in Fig. 3.
PoV divides a round of consensus into four phases: Prepare,
Ready, Commit, Confirm. Among them, the Confirm stage is
for the block placing, with no need to send messages. Each
block contains a block header and an indefinite number of
transactions. In the Prepare phase, the butler on duty takes a
certain number of transactions from the transaction pool,
packs them into pre-blocks and sends the pre-blocks to all
committee nodes. The difference between the pre-block and
the official block is that the pre-block does not have a time⁃
stamp, committee signature, and the number of the next butler
on duty. The committee node needs to verify the block header

Commissioner
Butler
Butler candidate
Ordinary user

▲Figure 2. PoV network model
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▲Figure 3. Message transmission process of Proof of Vote (PoV) consensus
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of the received pre-block and the information contained in the
transaction. If the verification passes, it will sign the pre-block
header and send the signature to the duty butler.
The duty butler can complete the pre-block and release the
official block after collecting signatures of more than n/2 com⁃
mittee members. The node that receives the newly released
block stores the block in the local blockchain and updates the
relevant variables including the number of the duty butler,
thereby replacing the duty butler who is responsible for the
next round of consensus. The information supplement of the
pre-block header depends on the signature of the committee
member. The PoV stipulates that the latest member signature
time of the signature is issued as the generation time of the
block, and the next housekeeper number is generated by hash⁃
ing the signature. These regulations make use of the random⁃
ness and unforgeability of signatures. Since the signatures gen⁃
erated by each committee node are random, the next butler
number calculated is also random.

3 Differentially Authorized Deduplication
System Based on Blockchain

In order to solve the above problems, this paper designs and
implements a differentially authorized deduplication system
based on blockchain. In more complex specific application
scenarios, such as several companies working together to de⁃
velop a project, they need to implement data deduplication on
the same cloud storage server, which requires the system to
credibly record the behavior of users to facilitate accountabili⁃
ty. On the other hand, it is necessary to implement differential
authorization of files according to different user identities and
also to be able to make changes in time when users or file per⁃
missions change. Using the immutability and traceability of
the blockchain to ensure the security of user permissions and
accountability of behavior, these requirements can be met
well. At the same time, when the user’s file management au⁃
thority changes, we can write the authority change into a new
block. Because the blockchain is based on the record in the
newly generated block, we can achieve dynamic changes in
permissions.
The system is divided into three parts: the public cloud
server S-CSP that stores encrypted data, the users who upload
and download files, and the blockchain that saves permissions
and upload and download records.
Blockchain is a distributed ledger and used in the Bitcoin
currency transaction system. The blockchain network system
maintains an orderly data block that keeps growing without a
center. Each data block has a timestamp and a pointer to the
previous block. Once the data is on the chain, it cannot be
changed. Blockchain can be analogous to a distributed data⁃
base technology. By maintaining a chain structure of data
blocks, it can maintain a continuously growing, non-tamper⁃
able data record. The blockchain of our system is constructed
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using the PoV algorithm described in the previous section,
and its immutability is mainly guaranteed by the consensus
mechanism.
As mentioned in Section 1, data deduplication achieved by
convergent encryption can be performed in file-level data and
block-level data respectively. In order to further save storage
space and efficiently use bandwidth, we can encode the file in⁃
to n data blocks {Bi}. When the files are not the same but the
content is not much different, the data block deduplication
check is used to complete the deduplication.
We will separately discuss the upload and download of filelevel data and block-level data.
3.1 File-Level Data Upload and Download
1) System Initialization
Define the file F label as ∅ F = TagGen (F ), and a label cor⁃
responds to a unique file data. The user’s permission set is
∂ = { ∂ 1 ...∂ n }, where we define its number from small to large
as the permission from high to low. Those with high-level per⁃
missions can access files uploaded by people with low-level
permissions and modify file permissions. In the initial state of
the system, the blockchain will have an authority table signed
with private key S kp of the negotiated highest authority owner
P to declare the authority level of each user. Any legal user in
the system can use its public key p k to check the authority. At
the same time, the blockchain will also store the label ∅ F of
the file F and the encrypted file permission ∂ F , which is conve⁃
nient for S-CSP query. Suppose user U wants to upload a file
with permission ∂ F , the user’s private key is S kU and S-CSP is
initially blank.
2) File-Level Data Upload
The file-level data upload process is shown in Fig. 4.
The user sends the tag ∅ F = TagGen (F ) of the file to up⁃
load encryption by the private key S kU, the user name U and
its own authority ∂ U, and the S-CSP will query whether there is
the tag ∅ F = TagGen (F ) of the file and the permission ∂ F of
the file on the blockchain. If the file exists and the permission
is lower than or equal to user permission ∂ U, the user needs to
verify that he owns the file with S-CSP using the POW algo⁃
rithm. At this time, the server will return a pointer to the user
indicating that the server already has the file and the user has
no need to upload repeatedly.
If the file does not exist or has no right to access the file,
the user needs to write the uploaded relevant information to
the blockchain, including the file tag ∅ F, the user name U,
the user name U signed by the private key S kU and the file at
the access level { ∅ F, S kU (U, ∂ F }. After verifying the identity of
the user and S-CSP, the blockchain writes the record into a
new block, and then the user can send the data of the file en⁃
crypted by the convergent key to the S-CSP.
3) File-Level Data Download
The file-level data download process is shown in Fig. 5.
The user sends the tag ∅ F = TagGen (F) of the file that will

be downloaded to the S-CSP. The S-CSP will query whether
the file exists. If the file does not exist, the S-CSP will return a
prompt message to the user.
If the file exists, the user U sends the file tag ∅ F, the user
name U, and the user name and authority information encrypt⁃
ed by its own private key S kU :{ ∅ F , U, S kU (U,∂ U ) } to S-CSP; SCSP uses the user’s public key P kU to decrypt for obtaining au⁃
thority, and then uses the public key of the highest authority
to query the authority table to confirm whether the authority
matches.
After passing, the S-CSP will send a confirmation message
to the blockchain. After the blockchain verifies the identity of
the user and S-CSP, the download record is saved in the
block, and the S-CSP returns the file ciphertext C F encrypted
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by the convergent key to the user. The user uses the locally
stored convergent key to decrypt the file. LI et al. [20] have also
done related research on the storage of convergent keys, but
this is not the focus of this article. For simplicity, this article
uses the traditional method of saving locally.
3.2 Block-Level Data Upload and Download
The block-level data upload and download process is sim⁃
ilar to the file-level data upload and download process, as
follows:
1) System Initialization
It is roughly the same as the system initialization require⁃
ments in Section 3.1, except that the file is divided into {Bi}
data blocks for upload and download.
2) Block-Level Data Upload
The user first sends the file F and all the tags ∅ F and {∅ Bi}
of the data block {Bi}, the user name U, and the own authority
∂ U to the S-CSP.
S-CSP will query whether there is a label for the file. If la⁃
bel ∅ F of the file exists, it will turn to the processing flow of
the file label in the previous section. The user can prove that
he owns the file through PoW, and then S-CSP returns the cor⁃
responding pointer to inform the user that the file already ex⁃
ists. If the data block exists, the user needs to use the PoW al⁃
gorithm to verify to the S-CSP that he owns the data block. At
this time, the server will return a pointer to the user indicating
that the data block already exists in the server, and there is no
need to upload it repeatedly. S-CSP will add a new record to
the blockchain, that is, the label of the newly added file corre⁃
sponding to the data block, which is convenient for the repeat⁃
ability check of the next file and data block.
If the data block does not exist, the user needs to write the
uploaded relevant information to the blockchain, namely the
file tag ∅ F, the data block tag ∅ Bi , the user name U, the user
name signed by its own private key and the file can be ac⁃
cessed permission level: { ∅ F , ∅ Bi , U, S kU (U,∂ F ) }. After verify⁃
ing the identity of the user and the S-CSP, the blockchain
writes the information into the block, and then the user can
send the data of the data block encrypted by the convergent
key to the S-CSP.
3) Block-Level Data Download
The user sends the file label that will be downloaded to SCSP. S-CSP will query whether there is a label for the file on
the blockchain. If the file does not exist, S-CSP will return a
prompt message to the user. If the file exists, the user sends
the file label, data block label, user name and authority infor⁃
mation encrypted by own private key: { ∅ F , ∅ Bi , S kU (U,∂ U ) } to
S-CSP. S-CSP uses the user’s private key to decrypt for ob⁃
taining the authority, and then uses the public key of the high⁃
est authority to query the authority table to confirm whether
the authority matches. S-CSP will send a confirmation mes⁃
sage to the blockchain; after passing the identity verification,
the download record is saved in the block. The S-CSP returns
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the data block ciphertext encrypted by the convergent key to
the user, and the user uses the locally stored convergent key
to decrypt the data block. Then the user can restore the origi⁃
nal data file F={Bi}.
The encryption method of the convergent key has its in⁃
herent flaw, that is, it cannot resist offline dictionary at⁃
tacks. Specifically, if external attackers know the ciphertext
C F and can infer the file set {F}, they can directly generate
the convergent key and encrypt the corresponding files for
comparison. If the ciphertext is the same, attackers may ob⁃
tain the original data file.
In response to this defect, this article proposes to use blocklevel data upload when storing high-privilege files, and use
double-layer encryption for more important data blocks (in the
application scenario of deduplication, the number of important
data blocks in the file is less), that is, use another Hash func⁃
tion to generate the convergent key in the outer layer of the en⁃
crypted data block to encrypt again. After S-CSP receives the
data, it sends a message to all users higher than the authority,
calculates the convergent key of the Hash function and saves
it. When the user needs to download a file, the convergent key
is used to decrypt the outer layer, and then the original conver⁃
gent key is used to decrypt the inner layer. This mode can be
turned on or off according to the requirements of the system
application scenario.
3.3 Specific Application of PoV Algorithm in The System
This section mainly introduces the specific consensus and
generation process of the blockchain used to store user author⁃
ity information. In this system, we introduce the PoV consen⁃
sus algorithm in Section 2.2 to generate our blockchain. The
consensus process is roughly the same as the foregoing. Specif⁃
ically, we can implement the PoV algorithm in the initial state
with the company’s leadership as the committee node and or⁃
dinary employees as the ordinary nodes. The ordinary employ⁃
ees can submit a campaign request, and the members of the
leadership will vote to select trusted butler nodes and the cur⁃
rent duty butler nodes. The initial block maintains the permis⁃
sions of all initial users. After the initial block is confirmed by
all members, the selected butler node on duty is responsible
for generating a new block to record the permissions of all us⁃
ers and the upload and download records of files. The specific
block generation process is shown in Fig. 6. The percentage in
the figure indicates the weight of commissioners.
Different from the traditional PoV scheme, we no longer re⁃
quire the replacement of the duty butler after a specific block
is generated. Instead, the committee members vote to elect a
new butler on duty. This is because in actual application sce⁃
narios, a housekeeper on duty is probably not online. At this
time, if you need to upload or download files or change permis⁃
sions, committee members need to select a new butler on duty
to handle the request.
In addition, we have also changed the voting weight of the
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traceability of the blockchain, when all nodes confirm the
block, the user will have the new authority. At this time, if the
authority level is increased, the user can access and download
the high-level authority file. If the authority is reduced, the us⁃
er cannot access the original authority file.
When the file authority changes, the high-level authority or
the file uploader can send information to the blockchain
again, rewrite the file authority level, and realize the dynamic
management of file authority.
4.1.3 Single-Enterprise Environment

一一
一一一一 一一
一一一一 一一
一一一一
一一
一一一一 一一
一一一一 一一
一一一一 Although the system mainly considers the differential autho⁃
一一
一一一一 一一
一一一一 一一
一一一一rization deduplication between multiple institutions, it is also

▲Figure 6. Block generation process

committee members, that is, the voting weight of each commit⁃
tee member is no longer equal, but the voting weight of each
committee member is different according to their different
rights. This improvement has brought the following benefits:
First, it is in line with the logic of inter-company affairs and
people with higher status can have more voice to determine
file access and permission changes; second, when there is an
emergency, it only needs to notify a few committee nodes to
make the voting weight more than half to complete the fast pro⁃
cessing of the transaction; finally, when the user scale is ex⁃
panded to a large scale, the voting scheme can speed up the
consensus completion time and improve the transaction pro⁃
cessing effectiveness.

4 Theoretical Analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of the system,
including functional analysis and safety analysis.
4.1 Functional Analysis
4.1.1 Differential Access Control
The main process of uploading and downloading data of the
system has been introduced. The specific differential authori⁃
zation is embodied in the user uploading a file, which can be
easily written into the file’s permissions, including reducing
or increasing file permissions. For example, a fourth-level per⁃
mission can upload a fifth-level permission file for low-privi⁃
lege access; it can also upload a high-level file such as the sec⁃
ond-level authority. Users with a level greater than or equal to
the second-level authority can access the file, and at the same
time, the third-level user has no right to access the file, which
realizes the system’s differential authority access control.
4.1.2 Dynamic Changes in Permissions
The system can also solve the problem of dynamic changes
in permissions.
When the user authority changes, we can update the record
in the block, generating a new block record. According to the

applicable to a single-enterprise environment. Using the typi⁃
cal structure of blockchain, the generation of new blocks is rel⁃
atively simple. At the same time, the PoV consensus mecha⁃
nism has strong consistency, which means that when the user
or file permissions change, the change can be quickly con⁃
firmed, thus ensuring the efficiency of system operation.
As mentioned earlier, in the context of multi-institution, us⁃
ing this scheme can ensure the security of authority manage⁃
ment. If you use this solution internally, you can deploy the
blockchain on the cloud. Nodes located in different data cen⁃
ters act as butler nodes, so that when a butler node fails, the
entire blockchain can still operate stably, which greatly im⁃
proves the availability of the system.
4.2 Performance Analysis
Compared with the traditional scheme, the additional cost
of this system mainly includes the following aspects, namely,
the time for generating a new block by consensus, the time for
permission query, and the time required for outer encryption.
For simplicity, we use some symbols to represent these vari⁃
ables, as shown in Table 1.
It can be seen that in our solution, the time required to com⁃
plete the upload and download of the entire file is:
TA = TGB + TPQ + TFL + TCE + TFT.
In the traditional solution, because the permission table is
maintained on the private cloud server, the permission query
speed is very low and can be ignored. At this time, the total
time required by the traditional solution is:
T = TFT + TFL + TCE.

▼Table 1. Parameters and their description
Parameter

Description

TFL

Time required for file label generation

TCE
TFT
TPQ
TOE
TGB
TA
TAE

Time it takes for the file or data block to convergent encryption
File transfer time

Time required for blockchain permission query
Time required for outer encryption
Time required to generate a block
Total time

Enhancement plan total time
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We set ω 1 = (TGB + TPQ)/T. At this point, if ω 1 is small
enough, it proves that our solution achieves dynamic manage⁃
ment of permissions without introducing obvious additional
overhead.
In the enhancement scheme, the time we need to complete
the entire process is TTE = TA + TOE.
We set ω 2= TOE /TA. It can be seen that if ω 2 is small
enough, that is the number of blocks that need to be doublelayered encryption is relatively small, or the time used for out⁃
er encryption is relatively small, it proves that we can ensure
the security of the system without significantly increasing the
time overhead.
4.3 Security Analysis
The security of permissions is mainly guaranteed by the se⁃
curity of the blockchain, that is, the tolerance of attacking
nodes.
Define the number of blockchain nodes as n and the num⁃
ber of attackers as f, when the weight of each node is the
same, our tolerance for attacking blocks is:
n-1
f≤
.
2
That is, it can tolerate no more than half of the nodes being
attacked, which better guarantees that the permissions cannot
be tampered with.
At the same time, the double-layer encryption scheme for
confidential data blocks mentioned in Section 3 can also better
prevent offline dictionary attacks. The encryption method we
use for convergent encryption is Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) encryption, and the key length is 256 bit. AES encryp⁃
tion has good resistance to brute force cracking. If 10 000 colli⁃
sion attacks are executed every nanosecond, it will take 1.8×
10 56 years to crack[21].

5 Experimental Simulation

We implemented the model of the system and ran it in our
own experimental environment. The code was implemented in
C++. Table 2 shows the hardware conditions for the implemen⁃
tation environment.
We tested the performance of this model. The main measure⁃
ment indicators are the ratio of the time used for permission
query, file transfer, file label generation, and convergent encryp⁃
tion when the upload and download file sizes are different.
We used AES encryption as the encryption algorithm for
▼Table 2. Hardware conditions for the implementation environment
Hardware

Ubuntu16.04

CPU frequency

1.7 GHz

Network bandwidth

1 000 Mbit/s

CPU brand

Memory size

74

Setting

Operating system
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8 GB

convergent encryption. The key is a 256-bit hash value gener⁃
ated by the SHA-256 algorithm; the file label is generated by
the SHA-1 algorithm. When the permission changes, we can
manually set the new block generation time to 1 s, which is
the time required for the permission change.
We tested the performance of the system when the file size
was 100 MB, 200 MB, 300 MB, and 400 MB (Fig. 7).
Because the authorization query time is too short, the fig⁃
ure shows the total time used for 10 000 queries. It can be
seen from the experimental results that compared to data
transmission and convergent encryption, the time required
for user permission query and record writing to the block⁃
chain is shorter. Our system does not significantly increase
system overhead while achieving differential authorization
deduplication.
At the same time, we also tested the enhancement scheme
proposed in Section 3. The main performance indicators are
the ratios of the time used for double-layer encryption of im⁃
portant data blocks, file label generation, convergent encryp⁃
tion and file transfer.
In this enhanced scheme, the outer layer encryption uses
the AES encryption algorithm, and the key is a 128-bit hash
value generated by the MD5 hash algorithm. The inner layer
encryption uses the AES encryption algorithm, and the key is
a 256-bit hash value generated by the SHA-256 algorithm.
We tested the situation where the number of important da⁃
ta blocks (requiring double-layer encryption) accounted for
different proportions of the total number of data blocks. For
convenience, we set the number of important data blocks to
1, the size of 100 MB, and the size of ordinary data blocks to
100 MB. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8.
It can be seen from the experimental results that when the
important data is relatively few, our enhancement scheme will
not significantly increase system overhead while improving da⁃
ta security.
In summary, from the experimental results, the maximum
value of ω 1 is less than 1%, and the maximum value of ω 2 is
less than 5%, indicating that our solution does not significant⁃
ly increase the overhead.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The differentially authorized deduplication system based on
blockchain system proposed in this paper writes the user per⁃
mission table and file permissions into the blockchain, using
the immutable modification of the blockchain, and it better
solves the vulnerability of public cloud servers and private
cloud servers. It can also overcome the single point of failure
problem caused by the original private cloud server due to
centralization.
At the same time, the blockchain read and write efficiency
is high, and the latest written information will prevail. There⁃
fore, it can solve the problem that the permissions of users and
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▲ Figure 8. Time required for outer encryption and the main process
time

files in the original system cannot be dynamically modified in
time, and realize the management of dynamic changes in user
and file permissions. At the same time, the experimental re⁃
sults show that the extra cost of our proposed scheme and en⁃
hancement scheme is less than 5%, indicating that the system
overhead is not significantly increased.
In the future work, we will continue to improve the exist⁃
ing convergent key generation method or explore other en⁃
cryption schemes to replace the existing convergent key en⁃
cryption to overcome its vulnerability to offline dictionary
attacks.
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